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Infrastructure-as-a-Service:

Investment in agility

Coming
soon...
Brainstorm’s CIO Directory is South Africa’s definitive guide to
the country’s IT decision-makers.
Now in its eighth year Brainstorm
magazine’s CIO Directory
publication is dedicated to
championing the executives
responsible for making the

technology decisions at South
Africa’s leading organisations. In
this definitive guide, we celebrate
the importance of the CIO’s role and
achievements of the individual by
profiling approximately 200 of the
country’s top ICT decision-makers.

This well-respected publication
profiles the top CIOs in South Africa,
in corporate enterprises and leading
medium-sized organisations across
all sectors, as well as CIOs/GITOs in
key government and public sector
organisations.

Each cIO PROFILE IncLudEs:
•
•
•
•
•

head and shoulders photograph
career highlights
description of company
current role and responsibilities
technology vision

• how technology has evolved the vertical
industry
• the most significant challenges faced,
and
• basic contact details.

We’re currently putting together the 2017 edition of this annual printed publication. This is the
definitive list of South Africa’s CIOs. To have your profile listed, or to find out about advertising,
don’t delay, e-mail CIODirectory@itweb.co.za or call Adrian on 011 807 3294.
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A

gility and cost savings are at the top of the priority
list for those looking to invest in infrastructure-as-aservice (IaaS) solutions.
This is according to the Oracle-ITWeb survey (page 14)
conducted to evaluate IaaS adoption trends in South Africa.
Hemant Bhoola, director of sales consulting for
technology at Oracle, said being able to access a secure
and scalable infrastructure will help customers to run any
workload in the cloud.
One of the key points raised by experts is that tapping into
cloud management services results in a more stable, more
secure and more reliable IT infrastructure.
In this edition, we also unpack compliance with POPI and
present an in-depth overview of the ITWeb Security Summit
2017 held in May. This was a timely event, given the global
impact of the recent WannaCry ransomware attacks.
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INTERVIEW

Digital in 12 Months
Another day, another digital transformation story. But Zensar’s particular narrative might be
onto something.

Sandeep Kishore, Zensar
By JAMES FRANCIS

S

andeep Kishore has an interesting view
on what plagues modern business. He
delivered this view quite eloquently in the
2016 annual report of Zensar, the IT services
company the Silicon Valley veteran has been
leading for roughly five quarters:
“Of all the companies that invested in
digital technologies to strengthen their
competitiveness, only 40% could establish
accountability measures (targets, incentives
or ‘owners’ of digital programs). A high
93% of senior executives indicated that their
organisations could not estimate the precise
value they could extract from the digital
initiatives. Only 4% of the companies that
made digital investments could generate high
returns at all.”
Digital is notoriously intangible, but this
issue goes deeper than the value of bits and
bytes. The business technology market
is currently moving in full swing, which
means very little of what it offers has become
commodities.
Storage, computing power and other
infrastructure areas are headed that way, but
the pricetag for what is being built on top
of those layers still varies hugely between
different propositions. This makes it very
difficult for companies to determine exactly
what they are getting out of paying for new
digital doodads.
Going 100% Digital
This is where Kishore’s approach may raise
some interest. Recently visiting South Africa
to bolster Zensar’s local presence, he sat down
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with IT Web to briefly explain his philosophy,
Return On Digital.
Kishore did not take the reigns of a minnow.
Under the leadership of Ganesh Natarajan
since 2001, Zensar grew its revenues from $60
million to $400 million. Near the end of his
tenure it also attracted a substantial investment
partner. Kishore needed to shift the gears on
Zensar if it was to continue its solid rise.
“Zensar is unbelievably good at software
delivery and creating an extension of customer
IT. But how do we go to market in a world that
is changing so rapidly and how do we position
ourselves differently? It is about investing into
relevancy. If you keep that in the centre of what
we're trying to do, then we took a position of
being the first if not among the world's first 100
percent digital organisations.”
Zensar would become 100 percent digital,
splitting its functions across a family of
platforms, accessed through web portals and
apps. Harnessing the company’s software skills,
he commissioned a platform called Zenverse.
This app is effectively a direct line to Kishore,
as well as a means to disseminate and respond
to information across the company. It gives, in
Kishore’s words, equal stakes to all employees.
This has been followed with more apps
covering different company functions. There
is even a basic timesheet app. Zensar also
embarked on an ambitious training regime,
starting at the basics and scaling the learning
requirements exponentially with each module.
Staff response to this has been so aggressively
positive that the company had to fast track new
module deployments.
Such an appetite is telling of what Kishore
claims to be doing, which is to craft a new
value system for the company based around
digital tools:
“Everyone needs to come to the table and
drive the organisation into a new orbit. It's not
about digital. It's digital because that's what
we see. But the world is so rapidly moving,
that [looking at mobile] these magical phones
will disappear faster than you think. What do
you do then? What happens to these apps? So
we are institutionalizing that there is a new
world coming.”
Combine that with training - the type that
scales and matches the interests of the staff
- and it makes for quite an impactful recipe.

According to Kishore, the core business
function apps are already making big
impacts. For example, over a period of three
quarters, Zensar's daily sales outstanding the amount of time it takes to collect revenue
after making a sale - have been reduced
by ten days. This increased the company's
average cash flow by $20 million.
A new frame of thinking
Kishore is obviously also pitching this
because it plays well with Zensar’s marketing
message. If it could create a tangible impact
across its ecosystem, which can be traced
back for half a century, imagine what it could
do for customers. But marketing spin aside,
Kishore does bring the point of seeing the
value in digital beyond spin. There is a solid
philosophy at work here.
“Different people define digital in different
ways. To me and our company, it's a new way
of doing business, plain and simple. It's not
about technology. It is a frame of thinking.
What we're doing is to really drive within our
organisation a new frame of thinking.”
There is of course no shortage of companies
claiming they will drive business impact
through digital initiatives. Zensar is not
necessarily any different. But at the very
least the aggressive journey it took to digitise
its operations on a granular level, not to
mention the immediate impact this has had
on an already-healthy company, is very
noteworthy.
Perhaps it is too soon to look for correlation
in Zensar’s bottom line. But the speed at
which its staff took ownership of the changes
is interesting: in 12 months Zensar rolled out
25 digital platforms to cover core business
processes, the apps of which have since been
downloaded over 500,000 times internally by
its 9,000 employees.
As with all boasts in the digital world,
maybe a tiny pinch of salt should be added
to the mix. Yet at the same time it is tough
to find companies in the midmarket-toenterprise world that can claim anything
similar. Kishore and Zensar may well be
onto something truly significant here,
perhaps even finally a reliable blueprint
for the dreaded and quixotic Digital
Transformation.

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Adapt IT acquires
100% of Micros SA
JSE-listed Adapt IT has
acquired 100% of the Micros
South Africa Group, a leading
provider of integrated software
and hardware solutions to the
hospitality and retail industries
in SA and Africa. Micros has
over 20 years' experience and
over 300 employees specialising
in the resale, support and
deployment of software and
hardware products, along
with rapidly growing cloud
solutions and the provision of
professional services for the
hospitality industry. Micros
distributes Oracle Hospitality
products under value-added
reseller agreements with global
software vendor Oracle. Oracle's
hospitality solutions are in use
across 330 000 customer sites in
180 countries globally.
www.adaptit.co.za

Virtual disaster
recovery...
is there such a
thing?
Virtual disaster recovery (VDR)
sounds like it could be one of
the latest "buzzwords" in the
realm of IT nowadays. Hearing
something like VDR could
possibly entice you to do some
investigations (or delegate the
task to someone in your IT
department) to determine the
possibility of its existence, to
ultimately answer the question:
"Is there such a thing?" Before
delving into the midst of VDR,
I feel it may be beneficial, at
this point, to quickly recap
on the circumstances that can
be considered a "disaster" for
your company. Agile Cloud’s
solution gives you the ability to
have scheduled tests as often as
you like.
www.agilecloud.co.za

Argility: innovation
for a better world

Horwath Erastus & Co
Kenya builds value

Argility has formed a relationship
with local social change
organisation, Partners for
Possibility (PfP), which brings
school principals and business
leaders together to develop
strong leadership capacity and
principal support processes in
schools. In collaboration with
PfP, Argility has embarked on a
project at Enkanyezini Primary
School in Phiri, Soweto. Work
is well under way not only to
upgrade the facilities, but also to
add value to the school and assist
in strengthening its academic
offerings. Argility's divisional
executive, Jai Kalyan, explains
that PfP co-ordinates courses for
the nominated business leader
and the relevant school principal
to identify needs and develop a
strategy to address them.
www.argility.com

Kenyan audit firm Horwath
Erastus & Co is actively
implementing the most
advanced ICT solutions on the
market to increase efficiencies
and free its experts up to do
just that – enhance client
service. Horwath Erastus & Co
is a medium-sized audit firm
based in Kenya, and is part
of the global Crowe Horwath
International network of over
150 independent accounting
and advisory services firms.
The network uses customised
CaseWare drafting and auditing
solutions branded as Crowe
Horwath International Auditing
Template in line with a global
agreement. This allows them
to produce annual financial
statements and audit reports in
a global recognised format.
www.cqs.co.za

Synchronized Security
A revolution in threat protection

It´s time your security solutions started talking.
Synchronized Security is a best of breed security system where integrated products dynamically share threat,
health, and security information to deliver faster, better protection against advanced threats.

Join the revolution
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Globetom’s electronic
distribution platform
reaches Nigeria
Globetom’s cloud service for electronic
distribution and payment solution management
is making a market entry into Nigeria.
Globetom’s GP3 platform has been certified
by the Nigeria Inter-Bank Settlement System
as a payment terminal service provider. The
initial roll-out will take airtime virtual top-up,
electricity bill payments and token vending
to market, followed by airtime data bundle
purchases, voucher PIN vending, pay-television
purchases, ISP top-up and bundle purchases as
well as water payments. The solution is offered
through access points such as mobile point of sale
devices and a mobile application available on the
Android Play Store, and soon via Apple iStore.
www.globetom.com

Madelein
de Beer
one of
Africa’s
most
influential
women
Madelein de
Beer, head of
Madelein de Beer, Praesignis
the Datasignis
Division and director at Praesignis, has been
nominated by clients and industry peers and
selected as a finalist in the 2017 Africa's Most
Influential Women in Business and Government
Awards. This award shortlisting acknowledges
De Beer's 21-year career in data management and
business intelligence.
www.praesignis.co.za

KYOCERA Document Solutions
awarded ‘Sustainable Brand of
the Year’
On 24 April, KYOCERA Document Solutions
received further recognition for its ecofriendly product engineering culture over the
years. It was awarded the "Sustainable Brand
of the Year" at the German CSR Awards 2017 in
the city of Hoofddorp, The Netherlands. The
award for Exemplary Cooperation with NGOs/
NPOs was based on KYOCERA Document
Solutions' long-standing relationship with
Deutsche Umwelthilfe (DUH). DUH is a
well-known NGO and is respected for its role
in environmental and consumer protection
issues in Germany. The relationship between
KYOCERA Document Solutions and DUH
dates back to three decades ago. This is a
milestone achievement in the company’s CSR.
www.kdsdirect.co.za
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Redstor
fully
behind
charity
race day
Redstor has
showed its support
by becoming a
sponsor of a family
fun cycling and
trail running day
organised on behalf
of two worthy
Danie Marais, Redstor
non-profit organisations, Kibwe Kids and
Prochorus Community Development. Danie
Marais, founder and director of Redstor, said:
"We are honoured to be a part of this very
worthwhile cause.”
www.redstor.com

Doing performance
testing right
Infinidat often visits prospects who want
to replace their incumbent storage arrays
with another storage system, due to pricing,
flexibility, ease of use, etc. Its prospects
want to be sure the performance of the
new solution will be at least the same as
the current solution or better, to support
growth, speed up business applications
and make end-users happier. Because of it,
companies are testing, sometimes frequently,
storage solutions for different business cases.
Performance testing is a not a usual practice
for local IT teams in most cases, so some
recommendations could be helpful.
www.infinidat.com

T-Systems PoC
wins global SAP Award
T-Systems South Africa has received
international recognition for its disruptive
partnership with the Transnet National
Ports Authority (TNPA). The local
technology leader was awarded Silver
(2nd place) in the ‘Digital Trailblazer'
category at the 2017 SAP HANA Innovation
Award. "The T-Systems South Africa's
entry stood out amongst over 150 entries,
as one of the most compelling examples
of innovation," says Diane Fanelli, SAP's
Senior Vice President and General Manager
of Global Channels and Platform GTM. The
award-winning entry demonstrated how
T-Systems, through a proof of concept,
activated exciting opportunities for Durban
to become a truly digital port. Numerous
technologies were combined.
www.un-outsource.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
BT-SA assists company
with infrastructure build

NEC Africa secures
Africa’s top cyber
security expert

When a global social media giant took a strategic decision to
open offices in SA, it appointed BT-SA as its local infrastructure
partner responsible for the building of the MDF (main distribution
frame). "The project was an incredible one for the BT-SA team to
be involved in, as it allowed us to really show how adaptable we
are as a team," said Erik Jordaan, MD at BT-SA. "We were exposed
to a new approach to installations, which allowed us to broaden
our own skill set and enabled us to showcase that South African IT
installers are of a global calibre.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Digital Geekaship: missing link
in tech start-up incubation
Digital Geekaship is Infoware Studios’ answer to the question:
how do we get affordable yet capable skills for entrepreneurs? The
Digital Geekaship is an eight- to 12-month technology finishing
school. "We found that even though a graduate candidate has
a three-year degree, there are still gaps in their ability and are
therefore not at a point where they can add real value to a team
for at least three to six months," says CEO Van Wyk de Vries. "Tech
start-ups do not just need mentors or coaches, they need access to
people who become part of their team.”
www.infowarestudios.co.za

T-Systems launches
Anna Botha
Learnership
Programme

Gert Schoonbee, T-Systems

T-Systems South Africa, digital
transformation specialist and
technology partner to Olympian
and 400m World Record holder
– Wayde van Niekerk, is putting
its weight behind sustainable
job creation for young people
living with disabilities in South
Africa through the Anna Botha
Learnership programme in honour
of Anna "Tannie Ans" Botha,
Wayde's coach and mentor.
www.un-outsource.co.za

T-Systems rides the cutting edge
of the disruption wave on CliffCentral
and CNBC Africa
Following the launch of what is calls a ‘disruptive' contracting
model – UnOutsourcing, T-Systems has now gone further and
taken it's ‘disruption' campaign to another level in partnerships
with CliffCentral and CNBC Africa. A one hour in-depth interview
show – ‘Disrupt with Mpumi Nhlapo' premiered on the online
podcast radio CliffCentral.com in March and the company will
now extend its thought-provoking and stimulating dialogue with
industry leaders on CNBC Africa (DSTV 410). The five-minute
segment, titled ‘Disruptors in Business', will be aired once a week
on Business Tonight hosted by Nozipho Mbanjwa from 18 May 2017
covering South Africa's most disruptive business innovators.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Vernon Fryer, NEC Africa

Vernon Fryer, renowned cyber
security specialist formerly of
Vodacom, has joined NEC Africa
to head up the African cyber
business and Cyber Defence
Operation Centre. Fryer, with
more than 46 years of experience,
was formerly Group Chief
Technology Security Officer at
Vodacom, where he strategically
aligned networks, information
services, and Vodafone Group
Technology Security.
www.xon.co.za

RDB Consulting achieves
ISO 20000 certification
Database outsourcing consulting specialist RDB Consulting
has been accredited with the prestigious ISO/IEC 20 000 IT
service management certification. The scope of RDB's audit
report comprised the provision of outsourcing management
solutions regarding databases, operating systems and monitoring
services. Part of RDB's future strategy is to broaden its footprint
into the European market, which it aims to achieve through
its recent partnership with Serbian-owned software services
provider LOGIT. Jaroslav Cerny, CEO of RDB Consulting, says:
"This certification is significant since it emphasises that we are
committed to providing and delivering world-class database
outsourcing services to our customers."
www.rdbconsulting.com

ZTE boosts corporate social
investments in South Africa
ZTE South Africa, part of the ZTE – a global leader in the provision
of telecommunications equipment and network solutions – has
committed itself to improving the skills of South African youth.
"Statistics tell us that joblessness is running at 50% amongst our
youth, which constitutes a crisis in any terms," says Stephen
Leie, HR Manager at ZTE. "It's also a missed opportunity for the
economy because it means we are missing out on the contribution
of millions of people in their prime – a sheer waste of talent that
could benefit us all." One new initiative is a formal graduate
training and internship scheme.
www.enterprise.zte.com
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POPI ACT COMPLIANCE SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Becoming POPI Act compliant
It’s not enough to have a business continuity plan. It must
be effectively communicated, too.
When asked whether their organisation
was POPI compliant, only 21% answered
'yes', 19% answered 'no', and 26% were
'unsure', while 35% were 'in progress of
getting their house in order'.
"Well-known auditing and accounting
firms, plus a large number of other
companies offer a service, at a price, to assist
in you becoming compliant,” says Ungerer.
“It can be costly for medium to small
companies to implement the requirements.”

Beate Ungerer, sales manager at
Backup Storage Facilities

D

espite the long grace period given to SA
businesses to get ready to comply with
the Protection of Personal Information Act
(POPI Act), many remain uncertain about its
requirements.
In a recent POPI Act compliance survey
conducted by ITWeb in collaboration with
Backup Storage Facilities, close to 70% of
respondents said they were aware that noncompliance could result in a fine or even jail
term.
However, less than half said they know
exactly what the POPI Act requires from
their business, with the remainder not
knowing or being unsure.
"There's a vast amount out data to sift
through to get to the answer of what is
required by organisations to put in place
to become compliant," says Beate Ungerer,
sales manager at Backup Storage Facilities,
commenting on the results of the survey,
which ran online during February and March
this year.
Ungerer advises organisations to employ
or take on the service of a professional in
this field, who will provide a professional
evaluation and assist with all that's required
by the companies to be POPI Act compliant.
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Security vital for backups
The survey also found that the majority (83%)
of respondents believe the site where their
organisation's backups are stored is secure,
with access control.
Elaborating on this finding, Ungerer
advises that the security of backups is vital
and goes on to say, "the amount of damage
that can be caused through data being
available to all may lead to hacking, industrial
espionage and being held to ransom, and is
open to anyone with a grudge or vendetta
against the company."
A third of respondents indicated they're
currently using a service provider for the
destruction of their records.
Ungerer points out that it makes sense to
streamline the practice of records elimination
and that cost, space and not having to
employ someone to do the job are benefits of
outsourcing this service.
"A reputable service provider issues a
certificate and in some cases they record the
destruction and supply a copy as proof for
auditing purposes of the company," she adds.
Just over half of the respondents (55%)
cited that the POPI Act doesn't affect what
medium they back up to, while 42% believe
it does.
"The only thing that matters is that the
back-up medium must be safe. Whether it
is cloud, tape, hard drive, the question must
be: are they secure and unhackable? There are
many examples of even the most secure sites
being hacked."
Furthermore, the question needs to be
asked whether an organisation can survive
being hacked. She adds there are many
examples of this, from the US government to
large banking institutions.

It's not surprising that a large percentage
of respondents (79%) are aware of the
vulnerability that possible hacking can have
on their choice of backup medium.
Ungerer advises: "Decide on the most
important data that needs to be safeguarded
and what level of safety is needed. Your vital
accounting info, employee record and so on.
Store the data on a non-hackable medium,
such as removable tape or disk."
Reliability required
When choosing a backup service provider,
service and reliability are twice as important
as price.
Over 60% of participants prefer an
online storage medium, while 36% opt for a
physical medium.
Ungerer points out there has been a large
shift over the years to different mediums of
backing up and data storage units.
Besides providing the most suitable
backup solution - the safest, most costeffective way for a business to store and
retain their records for business - a service
provider must offer a host of other services
around that, such as destruction, secure
transport, backup cloud solutions and more,
Ungerer concludes.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2017 POPI Act Compliance Survey was
run online on ITWeb for a period of two weeks in
February to gain insight into the POPI readiness
and backup practices of SA organisations, in
particular:
1

2

3

The state of readiness and awareness of the
PoPI Act requirements;
How organisations are currently secure their
data;
What is most important when choosing a
backup service provider.

WHO RESPONDED
•
•
•

A total of 265 responses were received for
the POPIA Compliance Survey.
31% of respondents are CEOs or MDs and
32% middle management.
7% of survey respondents are from fairly
large companies with between 501-5000
employees and 13% are from multinationals
with over 10 000 employees.

POPI ACT SURVEY 2017

DO YOU KNOW IF YOU ARE POPI
COMPLIANT?

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF
NON-COMPLIANCE?

35%

In progress

26%

Unsure

22%

POPI ACT COMPLIANCE SURVEY

Unsure
12%
Yes
69%

Yes
69%

19%

No
21%

No

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE ACT REQUIRES
FROM YOUR BUSINESS?

47%

Yes

27%

No

27%

Unsure

******
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POPI ACT SURVEY 2017

POPI ACT COMPLIANCE SURVEY

WHERE ARE YOUR BACKUPS AND RECORDS STORED?

40%
33%

23%

5%
2%
Offsite

Cloud

Onsite

Unsure

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU EMPLOY FOR
THE DESTRUCTION OF YOUR RECORDS?

Not stored

WHEN CHOOSING A BACKUP SERVICE PROVIDER,
WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT?

None
24%
In-house
44%

70%
66%

44%

Service
provider
33%

45%

34%

Service
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Since 1986 Backup Storage
Facilities has protected your
tapes and hard drives,

now we’ve
added Cloud.

Call us to discuss your business needs and recommend a storage strategy.
Backup Storage Facilities is a leading specialist in the backup,
transportation and security of both electronic and hard-copy
data. Once lost, data can never be replaced, with devastating
eﬀects on a company. So what are you doing to keep your data
safe?
BSF is a leading full-service storage provider in South Africa,
tailoring custom and cost-eﬀective storage solutions to your
organisation’s needs.

Online
Storage

Document
Management

Gauteng
Tony +27 (0)11 900 2406

Media
Storage

Digital
Imaging

Western Cape
Andre +27 (0)21 982 2490

Additional
Products

Kwazulu Natal
Deon +27 (0)31 701 3652

Email: info@bsf.co.za

REPORTBACK: ITWEB POPI UPDATE

Common POPI
mistakes laid bare
Many South African organisations are making common mistakes as they
brace for the newly enacted Protection of Personal Information Act.
change management stream is irreplaceably part of the project team and should be
prioritised."

Advocate Johannes Collen Weapond,
full-time member of Information Regulator
By ADMIRE MOYO

P

rotection of Personal Information
(POPI) Act, SA's data protection law,
was signed by the president on 19 November 2013 and published in the Government
Gazette on 26 November 2013. With the
recent appointment of the Information
Regulator to oversee the implementation of
POPI, all is now set for a commencement
date of the law.
However, a lot of South African organisations are making common mistakes as
they get ready to comply with POPI Act,
said Anne-Marie Pretorius, partner at
Bizmod Consulting, speaking at the ITWeb
POPI Update 2017 in Johannesburg.
"Legal experts provide their opinion in
the context of the company but typically
their area of expertise doesn't include
implementation of the required process,
system and behavioural requirements,"
she said.
"There's a significant requirement for
behavioural change and awareness for POPI
to be successfully implemented. A people
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Countdown to EU’s GDPR
The countdown for the commencement of
European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has started, and
South African organisations should start
preparing, said Peter Tobin, CEO of Peter
Tobin Consultancy.
After four years of preparation and
debate, the GDPR was approved by the EU
Parliament on 14 April 2016. The proposed
new EU data protection regime extends the
scope of the EU data protection law to all
foreign companies, including South African,
which deal with European countries and
process data of EU residents.
"As the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation comes into force in
May 2018, the time is right to understand

Anne-Marie Pretorius, partner at
Bizmod Consulting

REPORTBACK: ITWEB POPI UPDATE

the relevance of the EU GDPR to organisations in South Africa and the similarities
and differences between the EU GDPR and
the POPI Act," Tobin said.
GDPR has some similarities and differences with SA's data privacy law and local
companies should take note. They both
emphasise the strong role for the regulator; they both stipulate mandatory breach
notification; both have penalties; and both
encourage codes of conduct, he explained.
One of the notable differences is terminology: for example, in the EU GDPR the
word ‘controller’ is used whereas POPI uses
‘responsible party’.
"There are also massive differences in
regards to potential penalties," said Tobin.
"POPI's fines of up to R10 million are trivial
compared to EU GDPR 2% to 4% of global
revenue."
Mimecast Advert_0317ICTInsight_halfpg.pdf
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Work in progress
The office of the Information Regulator is
still a work in progress and needs to get its
full independence, as well as a meaningful budget in order to meet its obligations,
so said advocate Johannes Collen Weapond,
full-time member of Information Regulator.
According to law firm Michalsons, POPI
gives the Information Regulator teeth – it
has extensive powers to investigate and fine
responsible parties.
Last year, president Jacob Zuma appointed Pansy Tlakula as full-time member and
chairperson of the Information Regulator.
Under POPI, companies face a fine of
up to R10 million - or a decade in jail - if
they breach its provisions, and could also
encounter civil class-action lawsuits. However, the most damaging penalty will be
2/3/2017

reputational damage, because organisations
will have to inform people if their data has
been breached.
Nonetheless, Weapond said the Information Regulator will not be in a hurry to slap
organisations with fines in the first two
years. "We're still looking for organisations'
buy-in and we're taking a friendly approach. However, we will be tougher after
the grace period."

ITWeb's POPI Update 2017, held on 30
May 2017, provided delegates with an
understanding on how to practically
protect their data and ensure
compliance with the POPI Act.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORKING

5G set to spark disruption
But SA will only benefit fully from its potential if it understands the bigger picture.
vehicles – which rely on machine-tomachine communication – safer, and thus
commercially viable.
At the technology level, 5G will enable
the "everything connected" world,
prompting further automation, from
driverless cars to whole supply chains. 5G
will enable people with smart devices to
control their worlds in new and exciting
ways. In the process, it will enhance
productivity and spark the disruption of
industry and business models.

Fu Zhen, Chief technical officer of ZTE South Africa

5

G technology is expected to become
commercially available within the
next three years. 5G is not an evolutionary
development, but is set to catalyse a step
change in the way business and society
work. It is vital for SA to put strategies in
place to ensure a rapid and comprehensive
roll-out of 5G.
The revolutionary potential of 5G is
driven by several factors. It is faster,
offering up to 10 gigabits per second (Gbps),
exponentially faster than 4G's top range
of just 1Gbps. This means faster download
speeds even as the population of users, and
the amount of data downloaded, rises.
5G is also more reliable. It is designed
to accommodate the spiralling number
of connected devices, which now include
appliances, security and access systems,
vehicles, wearable devices and an
expanding number of sensors on industrial
and other equipment.
In addition, 5G's lower latency will
reduce the delay taken for an instruction
to be acted on. Reducing this delay gives
users a better experience, and, more
importantly, makes automation much
more effective and safe. Thus, 5G will
advance the Internet of things practically,
and make developments like driverless
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5G will enable
people with smart
devices to control
their worlds in new
and exciting ways.

Broadband's benefits
Since the 1970s, research has suggested
there is a correlation between broadband
penetration and an increase in gross
domestic product.[1] By expanding the
base of human as well as machine users of
mobile broadband, a country like SA could
create new jobs and increase economic
activity – both essential if it is to overcome
the challenges it faces.
5G will enable people with smart devices
to control their worlds in new and exciting
ways.
However, this is not an ideal world.
Like most countries, SA is not in a position
simply to roll-out a new 5G network as and
when the technology becomes available.
One challenge is that carriers have
made huge investments in rolling out their
networks, and these investments need to be
protected.

To overcome this challenge, it is
imperative to focus research efforts on
extending the life of existing 4G networks
by creating a pre-5G phase that would
deliver a proportion of the 5G performance
benefits using existing infrastructure. In
addition, new technological developments,
such as software-defined networking and
core virtualisation, can be used to make
today's infrastructure more future fit, and
to reduce infrastructure costs in general.
Another challenge is that SA is a very
large country with a population that
is more spread out than is the case in,
say, India or China. At the same time,
smartphone penetration is relatively low,
at around 37%. If the mobile industry
continues to construct its business case
based on these current realities, it will
build self-limitation into the system.
The experience of a market like India
offers a different, longer term, approach.
By offering six months of free mobile
broadband, one of the Indian carriers
prompted the development of new apps
and gained 700 million new subscribers
who used large amounts of data. After the
initial period, charges were introduced but
kept low. Consumers benefited, but so did
the regional and national economies – and
the large number of subscribers meant
economies of scale could be gained quickly.
Therefore, affordability should be the
watchword when it comes to rolling out
an important technology platform like 5G,
not early profit. This approach may limit
short-term returns for the operators, but
it will maximise their longer term gains, as
well as the benefits to the overall economy
by bringing new subscribers onto the
network and growing the digital economy.
Reducing infrastructure costs by
prolonging the usefulness of existing
networks plus future-proofing new
networks, and focusing on affordability
to build economies of scale, are key
concepts that have been used successfully
elsewhere.
SA must look to international vendors
that have this critical experience to help
the country make the right choices now to
build a better digital future.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA ANALYSIS

Use data to overcome junk status

Yolanda Smit, strategic BI manager at PBT Group

C

uriously, I have observed the mixed
reactions to the credit-rating changes
of our beloved country. The responses have
ranged from full-blown denial to fullblown panic. However, in reading various
opinion pieces on the subject, it seems like
uncertainty is probably the norm.
I must be honest and say I am on the
fence as to whether the so-called junk
status is in fact as bad as the initial kneejerk reaction seemed to indicate. Reflecting
on history, I'm optimistic that economic
players can weather the storm if they heed
the lessons learnt.
Companies that survived the 2008
economic crisis varied in size and tenure,
but they all seemed to have one thing in
common: data analytics was a cornerstone
of their management culture during that
time. They had solid processes in place
to extract insights from their available
data, which informed their operational
and strategic direction, sustaining them
through to economic recovery.
Testament to this fact is that increasing
use of information through analytics
consistently ranked in Gartner's Top
10 Business and Technology Priorities
since 2009.Furthermore, regulatory
bodies, especially in the financial services
industry, observed this phenomenon and
have since started to adopt fundamental
data management best practices into
regulation, such as Basel's BCBS239 (risk
data aggregation and reporting), to not only

promote information-driven decisionmaking, but also to ensure the decisions are
made based on sound quality information,
which can only be achieved through
effective data analytical processes.
Considering this, what lessons can be
carried from the last decade into the next
when it comes to tougher economic times
and junk status ratings? Some include:
Ensure to empower management, on
all levels, with true insights to sustain the
company through the sub-investment
grade era, or to increase competitiveness,
emerging from this storm stronger than
before.
True insights mean the insights must
be fundamentally correct. Therefore,
data management practices, like data
governance and data quality management,
become critical success factors for all
analytics practices in place.
Delivering high-quality information with
embedded potential insights offers no value
if all levels of decision-makers are not truly
empowered to access and interpret the
insights effectively and, of course, timely.
Successful empowerment is dependent
on having the right toolset for the various
users and use-cases, as well as facilitating
effective access and interpretation of the
information using best practices from
meta-data management and/or search
analytics capabilities.
It is important to remember the
investment in true empowerment will
result in sunken costs, if an informationdriven culture is not fostered intentionally.
In fact, building an information or datacentric company is becoming critical
for those wanting to develop a strong
competitive advantage today. The most
effective strategy to achieve this culture
change is buy-in and championship from
the highest levels of management, down.
Trendy topics – Latest headlines
Inevitably, some tech trend questions
will arise as companies consider these
four lessons while formulating their data
management strategy for the future.
Questions like: "Should we invest in big data
analytics or data science, or perhaps both?"
and "Should we convert our capex to opex
and migrate everything into the cloud?"

Answers to these questions do not exist
in any available textbook or whitepaper, as
the answers are relative to organisational
and industry nuances. Use the four lessons
above as a barometer, as well as basic
common sense, in assessing strategic
decisions going forward. Question if there
are specific use-cases that decision-makers
face, which can only be empowered by
big data or data science approaches. Ask
things like: "Are we going to lose significant
competitive ground if we don't adopt new
analytics strategies now? Is there a financial
gain from adopting analytic strategies like
cloud, which significantly improves the
bottom line of the business?"
However, these new tech trends can
essentially be considered ‘blue ocean
strategies'; therefore, one should first
assess the maturity of a company's
fundamental capabilities, and cover
the gaps. Areas like data quality, data
governance, management information
systems and corporate performance
management capabilities (such as
reporting, dashboarding and scorecarding), as well as historical and
descriptive analytics, should be examined
as the highest priority if a company wants
to sustain its current competitive standing.
The next level of maturity or
sophistication in analytics that provides
predictive insights is ultimately dependent
on these fundamental capabilities. True
predictive insights can only be trusted and
utilised if the data in each model is relevant
to the context, and of reliable quality.
This does not happen by waving a magic
technology flag at the data. High quality
data is only derived through management
accepting the responsibility of managing
data as a true asset, taking ownership of the
information from point of capture through
to exploitation in analytical models.
Ultimately, the "junk" status storm can
only be survived if companies can leverage
the data within their reach – as their wave
– and the strength of their fundamental
data management and analytic capabilities
will determine how well they stay afloat
during this difficult time. Investment in
the latest tech trends, however, could spur
them to world-champion surfers, but only
if they're confident they will stay afloat.
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INFRASTRUCTURE-AS-A-SERVICE SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Speed, agility top reasons
for implementing IaaS

Hemant Bhoola, director of sales consulting for
technology at Oracle

A

n Oracle-ITWeb survey reveals agility
is the most compelling reason
for organisations when deciding on
adopting Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS).
Conducted online during March, the
survey set out to assess IaaS adoption
trends in SA.
Besides agility, which was identified as
a key benefit by a third of respondents,
cost savings (32%) and elasticity of the
infrastructure service (29%) were also
important considerations.
Commenting on the trends identified by
the IaaS survey, Hemant Bhoola, director
of sales consulting for technology at
Oracle, says IaaS allows customers to go to
market faster.
“Being able to access a secure and scalable
infrastructure helps customers to run any
workload in the cloud for instant added
value and productivity for their business."
Measure, then improve
It also emerged from the survey that 63% of
respondents cited management capabilities
of the IaaS system as very important.
"Peter Drucker said if you can't measure
it, you can't improve it,” says Bhoola.
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“Managing cloud capabilities allows
customers to get improved services. The time
has come for an organisation to be able to
access a suite of next-generation integrated
monitoring, management and analytics cloud
services that leverage machine learning and
big data techniques against the full breadth of
the operational dataset.
Cloud management services also help
customers improve IT stability, prevent
application outages, increase DevOps agility
and harden security across their entire
application and infrastructure portfolio, he
says.
"With efficient cloud management, you can
eliminate disparate silos across end-user and
infrastructure data, troubleshoot problems
quickly, and run IT like a business."
When it comes to the preferred cost
models, exactly half of the respondents
said they are interested in metered services
(pay for what you use). A further 27%
would rather opt for an un-metered service
(unlimited use during the term of contract).
Commenting on this finding, Bhoola points
out that metered services are recommended
for customers able to predict their required
usage. "Metered service is a prepaid offering,
and also referred to as a ‘committed' offering.
A metered cloud service, like IaaS, is where
you're charged based on the actual usage of
the service resources on an hourly or monthly
basis.
"A metered service allows the cloud
customer to select resource configurations
for a service and virtually for any volume or
capacity to meet their requirements.
"Customers can change their service
capacity as needed and that will accordingly
increase or decrease their bill.”
Data sovereignty
For 50% of respondents concerns over
data sovereignty are the stumbling block to
adopting IaaS cloud.
Bhoola explains that "data sovereignty is
where information which has been converted
and stored in binary digital form is subject to
the laws of the country in which it's located."
"Some customers may be forced to

retain and keep data in a country. IaaS
allows customers to run services in their
own data centre. Customers can now
leverage the latest innovations for the rapid
development that cloud provides, all while
meeting any data sovereignty and residence
requirements."
The survey also revealed cost is the most
important differentiator for IaaS (38%),
while 25% cited performance, and 15%
chose management.
As one would expect, an overwhelming
majority (84%) of participants indicated the
ability to rapidly scale up and down is an
important quality of IaaS.
"Cloud consumers can select a shape that
meets the requirements of their workloads
with a sufficient buffer for intermittent
spikes in the load,” notes Bhoola. “If you're
not sure what shape is appropriate, then
start small, experiment with a representative
workload, and then settle on a shape. This
approach may help you achieve an optimal
trade-off between resource allocation and
performance."
He advises organisations to choose a service
provider that gives customers a complete
choice between SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2017 IaaS Survey was run online on ITWeb
for a period of two weeks in March to assess IaaS
adoption trends and strategies of SA organisations.
It set out to determine:
1
2

3

Why organisations are adopting IaaS;
What are the most important factors driving or
inhibiting adoption;
What are the preferred cost models and
contract terms?

WHO RESPONDED
•
•
•

A total of 116 valid responses were received
for the IaaS Survey.
18% of respondents are CEOs or MDs and
29% IT middle managers.
8% of respondents are from large companies
with between 501-5000 employees and 15%
are from multinationals with over 10 000
employees.

IaaS SURVEY 2017

INFRASTRUCTURE-AS-A-SERVICE SURVEY

WHAT IS THE MOST COMPELLING
REASON TO ADOPT IaaS?

WHAT KIND OF COST MODELS
WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN?

Operational Expenditure cost models
8%
Business agility
33%
Elasticity of the
infrastructure
service
29%

Metered
service
(pay for
what you use)
32%

Not sure
25%

33%

50%

Cost savings
32%

Un-metered
service
(unlimited use
during the term)
27%

WHAT PLATFORM WOULD INTEREST YOU FOR IaaS CLOUD?

38%
32%

18%
13%

x86
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INFRASTRUCTURE-AS-A-SERVICE SURVEY

WHAT WOULD BE AN IMPORTANT DIFFERENTIATOR FOR IaaS?

38%

Cost

25%

Performance

15%

Management

12%

Ease of use

9%

Speed of provisioning

4%

Features

WHAT TYPE OF WORKLOADS WOULD YOU CONSIDER MOVING TO THE IaaS CLOUD?

58%

20%
13%
10%
2%
Data
warehouse
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Application
server

Web server

0%

OLTP DB
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A combination
of the above

xx

Complete
Cloud
Applications,
Platform,
and
and
Infrastructure

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
Enabling partners
across Africa

Kevin Derman, First Distribution

First Distribution, SA’s leading
distributor of data centre
and enterprise solutions,
announces its focus on the
African market during the next
year, leveraging its 14-year
industry experience. Kevin
Derman, director of Cloud
at First Distribution, says
the impact cloud technology
is making on the African
continent is huge.
www.firstdistribution.com

Innovative software solution mitigates risks
in cloud migration
According to Data Data, business leaders are likely to be familiar
with the challenges of implementing a cloud migration strategy
– time, complexity, security risks, costs, are common concerns
– but they need not be concerned. Innovative software solutions
mitigate the risks associated with cloud migration. MicroFocus
PlateSpin Migrate is a powerful multi-platform server portability
solution that automates the process of moving servers over the
network, between physical systems, virtual hosts and the cloud.
With organisations increasingly moving and updating their
infrastructure to achieve increased security, productivity and
efficiency, there is an opportunity to leverage technology that
streamlines the migration process.
www.daxdata.co.za

SA company e4
disrupts Australian
lending process
Software as a service company
e4 says digitisation has led to its
South African-based technology
being launched in Australia.
Ryan Barlow, chief technology
officer, e4, says while the
company has made significant
inroads locally with its business
automation and digital solutions,
the Australian banking sector
has identified the increasing
need for the automation of core
banking processes and other
Ryan Barlow, e4
digital solutions. “e4’s digital
verification and identification solution, which is used during the
client on-boarding process, disrupts and radically changes the face
of lending and the relevant loan application process,” says Barlow.
www.e4.co.za

Award-winning QuickBooks Online offers
astonishing discounts
QuickBooks Online will be offering users an incredible 70% off
across all three QuickBooks online products for a short period
only. These astonishing discounts on the QuickBooks Online
Simple Start, Essentials and Plus packages are being offered due
to the weakening of the rand against the dollar, and give South
Africans something to smile about in these tough economic times.
Recently, QBO secured the coveted top spot in Top Ten Reviews'
line-up after reviewers spent more than 192 hours evaluating
more than 40 accounting software products in the US. Take your
company's financial management online by taking advantage of
these incredible specials.
www.quickbooks.co.za

FlowCentric Technologies
empowers emerging markets
FlowCentric Technologies CEO Jacques Wessels announced the official
release of the company's latest digital process automation software,
Processware 2016 Enterprise Edition. The South African-based
development company has been a notable player in the business
process management space for quite some time. The organisation has
seen increased interest from around the world.
www.flowcentric.com

Unlock IOT gateways
with Project Flogo

Haw & Inglis selects
Parity and Sage

Duane Chemaly, Haw & Inglis

18

Western Cape-based construction
company, Haw & Inglis, has gone
live with its Sage X3 and X3 People
implementation with platinum Sage
reseller, Parity Software. Duane
Chemaly, IT manager, Haw & Inglis,
said the construction giant's ERP system
was incapable of providing consolidated
reporting across the group.
www.parity.co.za
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Thomas Been, TIBCO

On 31 May, TIBCO’s integration
team hosted a Webinar "Unlock
IOT Gateways with Project Flogo",
presented by TIBCO's own Matt
Ellis, John Andrews and Jan van
der Lugt. This session focused on
Flogo, TIBCO's lightweight open
source integration framework,
and on IOT integration and
additional use cases for Flogo.
www.tibco.com

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
J2 Software showcases
Cyber Security Centre

John Mc Loughlin, J2 Software

Outbreak disrupts IT systems worldwide
According to Europol, more than 200 000 victims have been
hit by the WannaCry ransomware in more than 150 countries
– the largest ransomware attack observed in history. As ESET
explains, the malware encrypts data on a computer within
seconds and then displays a message asking the user to pay a
ransom of about R4 000. This is lower than other ransomware
that has been seen – but the true cost will be all the time, lost
files, and other collateral damage caused by this attack. ESET
recommends users proactively update their operating systems
and use caution when opening e-mail attachments.
www.eset.com

J2 Software showcased its highly
successful Cyber Security Centre (CSC)
at the ITWeb 2017 Security Summit,
which took place in Johannesburg
between 15 and 19 May. The company
launched its CSC earlier this year with
a view to supporting businesses to
improve both information security and
aid compliance.
www.j2.co.za

Acronis has the vaccine
for Ransomware pandemic

More cyber
attacks expected

The so-called WannaCry variant of ransomware, weaponised into
deadly virulence with an exploit stolen from the USA's National
Security Agency, exploded through 100+ countries, bringing down
hospitals in the UK and telecoms operations in Spain. Reports
are streaming in of infections in South Africa. "To defend against
ransomware, Acronis has long advocated the use of data protection,"
says Peter French, MD of local Acronis distributor, Synapsys Systems.
"If you keep your files backed up with diversity of storage media and
locations, you can quickly restore a ransomware-encrypted computer
to its pre-infection state. You might lose a few hours' or days' worth of
work, but you won't have to pay the ransom."
www.synapsys.co.za

Encryption of
data and
communications

Transaction
security

ENSURING
SECURE
BUSINESS
Cloud
encryption

On-boarding
customers

Digital
Certificate
security

Acquiring
biometrics

Authentication
of people and
things

Bernard Ford, One Channel

Digital
approvals

GROWING A
MORE AGILE
BUSINESS

LAWtrust is Africa’s
Digital
contracting

Ghost worker
identification

OUR
TRUST
SERVICES

MAKING
AUTOMATION
WORK FOR
YOUR BUSINESS

Managed PKI

Biometrics
identification
Manage SSL
certificates
POPI email
filtering

leading trust centre, security
integrator and cyber security
solutions developer. We make
today’s digital business environment safe, eﬃcient and convenient. We partner with some of
Africa’s most valuable companies
to protect their business.
You can now partner with us.

www.lawtrust.co.za
Mail: info@lawtrust.co.za
Tel: +27 (0)12 676 9240

Protect and
manage keys
Digital
contracting

WannaCry locked up more
than 200 000 computers in
more than 150 countries. Local
Acronis partner One Channel
CEO Bernard Ford says the attack
has slowed, but warns that new
versions of the worm will strike
soon. "Ransomware is the most
serious malware threat of the 21st
century,” adds Ford.
www.onechannel.co.za

DATA CENTRE
SUMMIT 2017
AN ITWEB EVENTS CONFEX

3 tracks focussed on business and
legal; trends and developments;
the cloud
25 July 2017| Focus Rooms, Sunninghill

FREE to the
qualified end user
Join us for a day jam-packed
with valuable insight into the
business of data centres;
the pros and cons of hybrid vs
cloud; economies of scale case
studies and industry insight.

BOOK NOW

FREE TO THE QUALIFIED END USER

SEATS ARE LIMITED

www.itweb.co.za/event/itweb/data-centre-2017
To book, contact Lerato Mathize on
011 807 3294 or lerato@itweb.co.za.
To exhibit or sponsor, contact Debbie Visser
on 011 807 3294 or debbiev@itweb.co.za.

#ITWebDC2017
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INTERNET
Software AG
extends its IOT tech
leadership
Software AG says its
acquisition of Cumulocity,
based in Dusseldorf, Germany,
will bolster the Internet of
things (IOT) capability of the
company, unlocking more
potential for many of its
clients globally. "With this
acquisition, we will be able to
embed award-winning IOT
solutions into our existing
portfolio. This will allow our
customers to integrate their IT
applications with operational
IOT devices," says Mohamed
Cassoojee, VP of Software AG
South Africa. "This provides
further ease of use, flexibility
and delivers increased
business value for our
customers." The co-operation
between Software AG and
Cumulocity started in 2015 in
the context of a strategic IOT
partnership.
www.softwareag.com

Preventing,
managing risk
within electronic
banking – Zenith
Bank Nigeria
Electronic fraud is a common
and growing problem that all
banks battle with in Nigeria.
Since implementing the SAS
Fraud Framework, Zenith
Bank has been able to detect
and prevent fraudulent
incidents quicker, which has
helped it to prevent losses
and attrition. The fraud
alert generation process has
reduced from six hours to
between 15 and 30 minutes,
and anomalies that normally
took days to detect now take
minutes, allowing the bank
to implement mitigation
measures immediately.
This has improved its fraud
detection and review rate by
over 100% in 10 months. Rollout took 14 months, over three
iterations, to complete.
www.sas.com

BRONZE SPONSOR
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Dumb devices are
becoming smart
The World Economic Forum
predicts the number of
connected devices will
grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 21.6%
over the next four years,
from 22.9 billion in 2016 to a
whopping 50.1 billion by 2020.
“This translates to nearly five
connected devices per person
on the earth,” says Richard
Vester, group executive, EOH
Cloud Services. “And this is
just scratching the surface.”
He says dumb devices are
becoming smart. “Networks
are getting larger and more
complex. The price of sensors
is dropping rapidly, meaning
more and more data can be
collected and analysed, to help
individuals and organisations
make better, faster, more
intelligent decisions.”
www.eohcloud.co.za

Why data is the
DNA of modern
healthcare
While humans create a lot of
data, machines are starting
to generate even more. The
world of the Internet of things
(IOT) is now generating data
faster than humans. That is
because there are 26 times
more Internet-connected
devices than there are people.
The IOT is doing two things.
It's creating better healthcare
solutions for individuals
wearing these devices, and it’s
creating a ton of data. Infinidat
is based around all these
scenarios and it understands
that security, access,
availability, scalability and
simplicity are all key factors in
how healthcare organisations
look at data and analyse it
to help drive better clinician
experiences and patient care.
www.infinidat.com

TELECOMS
Bestfax unveils
faxing services on
Pangea platform
Bestfax, a faxing service
provider for the past 10 years,
is now launching its faxing
services in partnership with
Pangea Communications. By
combining the marketing
expertise of Bestfax and the
proven fax technology that
Pangea has been offering in
South Africa for 15 years,
both companies plan to offer
a reliable faxmail service
to end-customers. "Our
customers will be able to
track and see all their faxes
online through a Web-based
portal; this makes the service
totally transparent for ease of
mind and use," says Winton
Ferreira, MD of Bestfax. “We
plan to be the all-in-one fax
provider in South Africa.”
www.pangea-comm.co.za

MWC Insights: future
telecoms
leapfrogs from
supply to demand
The industry's old guard is
facing several obstacles it seems
ill-equipped to handle. Many
have built their businesses on
voice traffic, while as much as
85% of all communication is
now done via messaging. And
where before, regulatory bodies
would have protected them,
data messaging upstarts like
WhatsApp and Google Allo are
difficult to regulate, putting the
old telecoms model at the losing
end of a market swing. According
to Telviva, one solution is to fight
fire with fire. GSM operators,
for example, are scrambling to
create a new messaging standard
by 2020 – intended to replace
the archaic SMS with something
more competitive.
www.telviva.co.za
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GraniteWMS from Cradle Technology
Services featured at SAPICS
Cradle owns and develops the market-leading GraniteWMS
warehouse management solution, and it is a platinum partner
for Honeywell Productivity and Workflow Solutions, providing
marketing, supply, implementation and professional services. Cradle
had a photo booth stand at the 39th Annual SAPICS Conference,
from 4 to 7 June, at the Century City Convention Centre, in Cape
Town. Cradle's stand featured Honeywell's AutoCube 8200 fixed
dimensioning system that enables customers to optimise space
in multiple use cases, quickly and effectively. Visitors had the
opportunity to engage about the company's industry-leading Granite
warehouse management software and grab a few fun snapshots.
www.cradle.co.za

Experience the power
of connectivity with
MakeMeMobile

Botswana Oil wins a
SAP Quality Award
for Fast Delivery

At this year's SAPICS 2017
Conference and Exhibition, in
Cape Town, MakeMeMobile
partnered with world leader
Honeywell to showcase the power
of connectivity using mobile
solutions and technologies, as well
as cloud-based platforms that
allow you to run an agile business
with a smart orchestration of all
related processes. The theme of
MakeMeMobile's collaborative
exhibition is: ‘The power of
connected'. Andrew Fosbrook,
director of MakeMeMobile, said
the supply chain needs to drive
faster service and more efficiency
with a controlled 360° view for
all stakeholders. "To create more
value for customers, the supply
chain needs to overcome these
isolated systems.”
www.m3mobile.co.za

In May, Botswana Oil (BOL),
a petroleum company
headquartered in Gaborone,
Botswana, was named the Bronze
Winner in the Fast Delivery
Category at the prestigious SAP
Quality Awards for 2016. BOL
was recognised for its rapid and
successful implementation of SAP
enterprise application software in
its business. BOL's Project Sesigo
(meaning "a harvest vessel" in
Setswana) was the implementation
of Oil-In-One, a SAP Business
All-in-One template with finance
and controlling, supply chain
management, plant maintenance,
sales and distribution, and IS-Oil
modules. The project was designed
and implemented in partnership
with Adapt IT Botswana, a
subsidiary of Adapt IT Holdings.
www.adaptit.co.za

COMPUTING
Simplified migrations for
e-mail journal archives in Azure

SA selected
for Azure

HubStor, best known for its data aware Azure cloud storage and
archiving, recently extended its existing services to include message
journal archiving in the cloud. HubStor's Compliance Journal Archive
is designed to work in combination with Office 365, using Microsoft's
Journal Rules to stream e-mail traffic from Office 365 into a client's
chosen Azure tenant (or one of HubStor's own). There, HubStor creates
a secure and compliant journal archive, complete with cutting-edge
policy-management, search and e-discovery functionality."HubStor
is also able to ingest e-mail records from onsite Exchange servers into
the same, secure, Azure location," says Chris Hathaway, founder and
director of Soarsoft International.
www.soarsoftinternational.com

Microsoft has
announced that SA
has been selected to
become its Azure cloud
computing data anchor
for Africa. These data
centres are due to
switch on in 2018, and
Africa will become the 40th region in Microsoft's global cloud
computing infrastructure, an infrastructure unmatched in the
scope of its investment.
www.eohmc.co.za

VirtuosoNext RTOS unleashes power of
Sundance's OpenVPX DSP board

The impact of wearable devices on
Warehouse Management

Sundance Multiprocessor Technology, an established supplier
and manufacturer of high performance embedded solutions, has
collaborated with Altreonic to port its multicore VirtuosoNext Designer
embedded RTOS to Sundance's VF360 3U OpenVPX single board
computer (SBC), that integrates a Texas Instruments C6678 Keystone
multicore DSP alongside an Altera Stratix V FPGA. The VF360 is one of
a range of COTS modules supplied by original equipment manufacturer
Parsec for which Sundance has global distribution rights. VirtuosoNext
Designer is Altreonic's fifth generation embedded RTOS. It delivers
substantial performance and productivity gains due to its extremely
compact kernel size that can even fit in the on-chip caches.
www.parsec.co.za

Professor Andre Calitz, research partner with global ERP provider
SYSPRO, from the Department of Computing Sciences at Nelson
Mandela University, says, "We are going to see a proliferation of
wearable devices adding competitive advantage to processes and
forging a technological and human partnership that could boost
productivity especially in manufacturing." "Much like collaborative
robots (cobots) that work with humans, wearable devices are
another example of technology used to assist human workers instead
of replacing them." The industry is already using heads up display
glasses (HUD) that interacts with and informs workers on the
factory floor of warehouse conditions regarding the supply chain.
www.syspro.com
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ENTERPRISE
Ten things to evaluate
when choosing
storage for VMware
environments
Virtualisation has become a
standard in most IT environments.
However, a lot of storage solutions
have not evolved as quickly as
they have needed to in order to
maximise virtual environments.
As a result, choosing the right
storage behind your VMware
environment is paramount.
Infinidat outlines 10 key areas
you need to evaluate in order to
have a virtualised infrastructure
that delivers the performance and
availability your business requires;
these are: simplicity; VMware
integration; ease of management;
single-instance VM backup and
restore; application performance;
reliability; green; capacity
efficiency; consolidation and scale;
as well as service and support.
www.infinidat.com
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Obsidian, Atlassian
show how to
scale team apps

FlowCentric releases
edition for Oracle
RDBMS

Over a series of information
sessions, representatives from
Obsidian, Microsoft Azure
and Atlassian have explored
how the benefits of cloud
collaboration tools, such as
Atlassian's Confluence, can
deliver exceptional results from
teams of all sizes. "Collaboration
in the cloud offers up the ability
to integrate with your existing
software and processes," says
Obsidian founder and MD Muggie
van Staden. "And Atlassian's
systems are second to none for
delivering the right environment
for productivity, allowing teams to
work smarter and more effectively
together, co-creating with a single
shared vision." Events included
workshops and a panel discussion
around the future of teamwork.
www.obsidian.co.za

FlowCentric Technologies is
releasing a new edition of the
company's digital process
automation software aimed at
enterprise organisations. The aptly
named Processware Enterprise
is a new product designed to run
optimally on both the Oracle
database and the Microsoft SQL
database. Denis Bensch, CIO
of FlowCentric Technologies,
shared the company's motivation
behind the new offering. "We
made the decision to develop an
enterprise edition of FlowCentric
Processware based on an
increased demand from partners
and customers in both the
Middle East and South African
government. We look forward
to seeing positive growth in our
global channel strategy.”
www.flowcentric.com

Globetom a hit at
TM Forum Live! 2017
Globetom’s participation in
TM Forum Live! held in Nice,
France from 15 to 18 May,
was a resounding success.
Globetom, a member of the
TM Forum since inception,
participated in a Catalyst
project called the Digital and
Interactive One-Stop Shop
with other major players such
as Orange, Infonova, NTS
Retail and QualyTrust. The
Catalyst leverages various
TM Forum Open APIs to have
one fully integrated customer
experience. Philip Stander,
MD of Globetom, notes: "The
Loyalty API contributed by
Globetom showcases the ability
to rapidly roll-out loyalty
programmes that leverage
alliance partner benefits with
RESTful API integration.”
www.globetom.com

COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
Clint launches
special edition
of FREYA
speaker
The FREYA Special
Edition Copper Speaker
is the latest addition
to the Clint Asgard
FREYA range. The
Special Edition speaker
has an exclusive dark
coal black colour with
elegant copper details,
and as an extra feature,
the designer's signature
is on the back-side of
FREYA Special Edition
the speaker. "Copper is
Copper Speaker
a fantastic material. And it’s being used more
and more in many forms and combinations.
At Clint, we appreciate nature and natural
materials. In fact, our brand name, Clint, refers
to a natural rock formation in the southern part
of Denmark," says product designer Phillip
Bodum, from Clint Digital.
www.eetgroup.com

Introducing… the Swan
Up to four times faster than flatbed scanners,
Qidenus is proud to bring you the new stateof-the-art Qidenus Swan. Unveiled in March
at the Global Event for Digital Business,
CeBIT, in Germany, the Swan is a versatile
document and book scanner that offers
high-speed scanning and can accommodate a
large variety of material. With its two CMOS
sensors, it scans two pages at once in less
than a second! Because of the placement of
the sensors above the document and its own
LED lighting, combined with the V-shaped
adjustable cradle, it can scan single-page
documents just as easily as entire books.
www.meniko.co.za

(From left to right) Siva Pillay, Develop Mentors - DEVELOP
South Africa Dealer, Faith Abrahams, The Love of Christ
Children's Home (TLC), Marc Pillay, DEVELOP South Africa

Printer goes a long way for
children’s home
DEVELOP South Africa, a wholly owned Bidvest
company, recently donated a multifunctional
printer (MFP), with its maintenance service
included, to The Love of Christ Children's Home
(TLC), based in Eikenhof, south of Johannesburg.
"DEVELOP SA was eager to support TLC's
wonderful work within the community in
any way possible. We were able to provide the
orphanage with an ineo + 452, an all-round
colour MFP, that offers quality print-outs, is
cost-effective to own and fits seamlessly into any
workflow, as it is designed for convenience," says
Marc Pillay, CEO at DEVELOP SA.
www.developsa.com
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Konftel 300IPx

Konftel announces
conferencing ‘game-changer’
The art of audio conferencing has just become
a whole lot easier after manufacturer Konftel
unveiled a ‘game-changing' solution, which
has the potential to revolutionise the industry
and open up professional level calling to
everyone – at the touch of just one button.
The Konftel 300IPx boasts Omnisound HD
audio clarity.
www.headset.co.za

REPORTBACK: ITWEB SECURITY SUMMIT 2017

It's time to make
security great again
CISOs spend 90% of their time on compliance. This needs to change.

Saumil Shah, CEO of Net-Square Solutions

Security practitioners the weakest link
Security teams make the mistake of
approaching human problems with highly
technical solutions – as a result, the needs,
knowledge and experience of the average
user are rarely taken into consideration,
setting up those people for failure when
they face security-critical tasks.
This is according to Jessy
Irwin, security expert and former ‘security
empress' at 1Password, in her keynote
address, Exploring the weakest links in
security.
Irwin explained that in an attempt to
beef up IT security, many organisations
focus on building and maintaining highlysophisticated technical systems; however,
this method is the biggest cop-out in
information security.
"When a major security incident hits the
news, security practitioners are quick to
place the blame on users and shout from
the rooftops that humans are the weakest
link in security," she pointed out.

Jessy Irwin, 1Password

A

ttacks move faster than defence,
so how do we keep defending our
businesses in the future?
This question was posed by Saumil Shah,
CEO of Net-Square Solutions, at ITWeb's
Security Summit 2017.
According to Shah, attacks succeed
because today's defences are reactive.
Chief information security officers (CISOs)
must take defence back and actually repel
attacks from the network. It's time to make
security great again, he noted.
"Defence doesn't mean risk reduction, it
means keeping the attacker out. The first
axiom is that the CISO's job is to defend −
90% of the CISO's time today is spent on
compliance. This needs to change. It would
be far better to split the role of the CISO
into two positions: a security-focused
officer who prioritises defence, and a
chief compliance officer who handles the
compliance side of things."
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BUDDING HACKERS
The #SS17HACK, a Geekulcha initiative in association with ITWeb Events and
Snode, ran alongside the Security Summit 2017.
"Hackathons are about helping young people to be innovative, while
seeking solutions to serious societal challenges,” said Tiyani Nghonyama, COO
of skills development at Geekchulcha. “The root cause of lack of ICT skills among
the youth in this country is the lack of access to adequate IT resources which
assist in skills development.”
About 40 hackers, drawn from around the country, took part.
The winning team, who are all students at WeThinkCode, built a platform that
allows corporates to upload an instance of their computing environment, and
hackers can then ‘have a go' at penetrating it.
They won R20 000, with the two runners up winning R10 000 and R5 000
respectively. Another prize, for the ‘ultimate gig star', gave the winner a oneweek internship at cybersecurity firm and event partner, Snode.

REPORTBACK: ITWEB SECURITY SUMMIT 2017

Mustafa Al-Bassam,
Secure Trading and Cognosec

Security teams, she explained, should
avoid externalising risk to users, and
introduce actionable strategies that help
users become an extra line of defence when
they are needed the most.

University College London, with a focus
on crypto currency and distributed ledger
technology. Last year, he was included in
the Forbes 30 under 30 list for his work on
state-sponsored malware.

CONFESSIONS OF A REFORMED
HACKER
Mustafa Al-Bassam,
information security advisor at Londonbased Secure Trading and Cognosec, is an
Iraqi-born reformed black hat hacker who
was sentenced to 20 months in prison for
computer misuse. He shared his story as
a teenage hacker who was one of the six
core members of LulzSec during its spree
of attacks in the spring of 2011.
"The larger the organisation is, the easier
it is to attack, because the more systems
you have, the bigger the attack vector," he
said.
Leaving his past behind, Al-Bassam now
also works as a doctoral researcher at the

SA NEEDS TALENT PIPELINE
South Africa needs to build a
cyber security talent pipeline in order to
cultivate a knowledge-based workforce to
successfully work in the domain, said Joey
Jansen van Vuuren, manager of the CSIR's
cyber security centre of innovation and
business development.
"There are currently one million cyber
security positions open in the world,
and by 2019, this will rise to 1.5 million.
By that stage, there will be six million
cybersecurity jobs across the globe, which
means that 25% of these positions will be
standing open," she said.
She suspects that as the industry evolves
in SA, this figure could be more like 40% to

Move forward. Securely. Confidently.
Stay competitive. Win in your market. Innovate.
Move your company forward. How do you do that?
With The Power of Identity.™
SailPoint’s open identity platform gives you
the security and confidence you need.

sailpoint.com
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Value from
Security?

Value and security are words seldom
found together no matter the
conversation. In cyber security, the
threat landscape is evolving at such
a pace that one would be hesitant to
string these words together without
inviting a heated debate.
We
need
new
innovations,
approaches and ideas now more
than ever to address the issue of
cybercrime. Time to step it up a
notch.
At CyberTAN we took it upon
ourselves to seek out these “new”
innovations and make them available
to you. Therefore, putting the “value”
back into security. There we said it.

50% of local positions remaining vacant.
"We have to develop R&D solutions to
improve cyber defences and address cyber
security gaps, expand education opportunities
and develop new qualifications and
certifications."
Because of this, the CSIR last year began
developing curricula for specialised cyber
security degrees and diplomas. These range
from a certificate in cybersecurity awareness at
TVET colleges, all the way up to postgraduate
and master's degrees in the field.
Advice from a bank robber
There's one important rule for every
organisation and every individual: don't think
that you're not in danger of being targeted by
criminals. You are.
So said Jayson Street, infosec ranger at
Pwnie Express, during his keynote Strategies
on securing your banks and enterprises, from
someone who robs banks and enterprises".
He said humans are terrible at risk
management. Everyone is worried about zero
days, but, you'll be phished long before you get
hit by a zero day, he noted.
Then there's the question of who's coming
after you. "Criminals who want to rob you for
money. They're not hackers. They are criminals.
Start protecting yourself from them."
In terms of defence, never put a real person's
name and contact details in the ‘contacts'
section. "It's a good start for a social engineer
to gain a foothold. Always use a generic contact
address," he advised.
SECURITY MUST BE SYNCHRONISED
"For decades, the security industry has been
treating network security, endpoint security,

Who is CyberTAN?
CyberTAN is a newly formed
Information
Security
Specialist
focused on providing sound, sensible
and well structured data security
guidance and solutions aligned to
your business objectives. Value to
you.
Contact us on +27 83 636 0099
or sales@cybertan.co.za or visit
www.cybertan.co.za
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Jayson Street, infosec ranger at Pwnie Express

and data security as completely different
entities," said Varun Parikh, the security tech
lead at Sophos.
"As threats get more complex, and IT
resources continue to be stretched, it's no
longer possible to maintain this approach
without compromising the protection," he
said. Network security systems need to be
synchronised to provide automated correlation,
threat discovery and incident response in
seconds, simplifying management and enabling
faster decision-making.
No single solution will ever be a complete
solution, concluded Parikh. "Relying on only
one is like relying on only one type of weapon
to win a war – threats need to be tackled from
all angles, in a coordinated way."

As the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industry continues to expand,
so do the skills of cyber-crime syndicates, malware engineers and intellectual
property thieves.
These external threats are often given access by unsuspecting internal sources,
aggravating the business' vulnerability. As the industry and its delinquents evolve,
a continuously innovated security strategy is required to maintain information integrity.
DRS, A Cognosec AB Company offers innovative and agile information security,
IT risk management and IT governance. As specialists in risk and security consulting,
clients' vulnerabilities are identified and reliable solutions provided through our valued
partners, McAfee, RSA and CheckPoint. Across EMEA, government departments, telecoms
and educational institutions alike turn to DRS for sound security strategies.
We have highly skilled and experienced technical teams located in Johannesburg,
CapeTown, Nairobi and Lagos. Furthermore we hold several international certifications
and accreditations that act as a benchmark for our standard of excellence. Cognosec AB,
our holding company, is now listed on Nasdaq First North Stockholm.

For more information on DRS and their partners contact them at sales@drs.co.za or 0115231600
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NETWORKING
Metacom expands its
footprint into Europe
Industrial and commercial
communications operator,
Metacom, has opened its first
European office in Belgium.
Belgium was selected because it
is centrally located with access to
major countries and cities in the
region. Metacom Europe will be
providing highly specialised and
integrated networking solutions
to vertical industries in Europe
and Africa.
www.metacom.co.za

Rean van Niekerk, Metacom

Netgear’s new ‘click
switch’ redefines
ease-of-deployment
The challenges related to the
quick and easy mounting
of network switches – and
resolving associated cabling
tangles – are now met with
Netgear's new ‘click switch'
solution. This is according to
Tobie van Schalkwyk, business
development manager at Netgear distributor Duxbury Networking
who adds that the new system permits the switches to be mounted
anywhere they are needed.
www.store.duxbury.co.za

Fibre-optic field
connector now more
versatile
Tank Industries, a division of ATC,
in conjunction with R&M, widens
the range of possible applications
for FO Field connectors that can
now be combined with all cable
types. This innovation allows the
costly and time-consuming step
of fusion splicing to be skipped,
while pigtails, patch cables, and
installation cables can be directly
connected.
www.tank.co.za

Clive Maasch, Tank Industries

Yealink Meeting
Server global
launch
Yealink, the global
leading unified
communication (UC)
terminal solution
provider, has announced
the release of the Yealink
Yealink Network Technology
Meeting Server, a
distributed cloud-based video conferencing infrastructure tailored
for HD video conferencing collaboration in the modern workplace.
The offering satisfies diverse meeting demands for conference
modes, be it a peer-to-peer meeting or a schedule meeting.
www.yealink.com

TECHFORUM
Want to understand
the value of cloud?
Ignore the cloud

Escaping public
cloud lock-in with
cloud-adjacent storage

Disregarding cloud is tantamount
to holding onto horse wagons
while your rivals buy delivery
vans, says Quinton Pienaar, CEO
of Agilitude. Agilitude has wholly
undertaken to bring cloud services
to the business world, particularly
Salesforce implementations.
The company has made some
remarkable changes for many of
its customers. “This has taught
me to look at technology in a new
way. In the world of cloud, the
least important thing is cloud. All
that matters is what can make
your business better. Cloud is
simply a methodology. It gets
you where you need to be faster
and cheaper than traditional
avenues,” says Pienaar.
www.agilitude.co.za

One of the main reasons for cloud
vendor lock-in is the prohibitive
costs of data transfer between
different public cloud providers, says
Gregory Touretsky, senior director,
Product Management at Infinidat.
Would it be possible to offer an
alternative, and allow customers to
ease transition between different
cloud offerings? Wouldn't it allow
further freedom of choice and an
ability to leverage the best of all
words? Cloud storage reliability
is another concern for some
traditional enterprise customers –
especially in light of recent Amazon,
Google or Microsoft Azure storage
service disruptions. No solution is
bulletproof, but Infinidat's reliability
record is impressive.
www.infinidat.com
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Internet of things: the
perfect storm?

Blockchains
for supply chains

On 10 and 11 May, the SAFMA Annual
Conference 2017 was held at Gallagher
Convention Centre, in Johannesburg.
The conference featured experts
presenting the latest innovations
in facilities management. A recent
study conducted by the South African
Facilities Management Association
(SAFMA) conclusively revealed the
"industry has grown aggressively, from
merely being associated with building
maintenance". For an industry that
collectively manages R39.12 billion
across South Africa, the right skills
and technology are essential to drive
facilities management forward. Barry
Diedericks, Infor EAM subject matter
expert at Softworx (an Infor partner),
says the Internet of things offers this
– but sometimes there is too much
information.
www.softworx.co.za

In the first of a two-part series
examining the impact of
blockchain technology on supply
chains, Jan van Rooyen, Strategic
Solutions lead at Resolve, says it is
the conviction of many that in the
fullness of time, blockchain will
make its biggest mark as a gamechanger for supply chains. He says
Blockchain's most basic promise
for the supply chain is that it
removes the need for third parties
otherwise required to ensure trust
within buyer-seller relationships,
or for that matter, any sourcedestination relationship served by
a supply chain. In an environment
enabled by blockchain
technology, transactions become
peer-to-peer with little need for
intermediaries.
www.resolvesp.com
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TECHFORUM
Automated accounting
software key to growth
Accounting systems that rely
on outdated business tools
such as Excel spreadsheets and
Post-it notes are inefficient. The
modern workplace is driven by
the need to increase profits and
productivity, and automated
solutions can give businesses a
significant boost – especially for
companies pursuing multinational
expansion, says Bruce van Wyk,
director at PaySpace. Accountancy
practices have much to gain from
mobile, cloud-based technologies.
As companies across various
industries adopt new technologies
in pursuit of business growth, they
require smarter, faster accounting
services. The right technology can
help you manage all your clients'
payroll administrative needs
quickly and efficiently, and help
improve business.
www.payspace.com

Self-service
payroll boosts
business in Africa
Markets in Africa are becoming
increasingly competitive as
foreign businesses expand their
operations across the continent.
To survive this modern
business world, efficiency is
key. Productivity and profits
typically go hand-in-hand,
and yet many companies still
manage their payroll and
HR processes in an almost
mediaeval fashion. A selfservice payroll system can help
modernise your business and
enable your team to achieve
more in less time, says Bruce
van Wyk, director, PaySpace.
Efficient businesses are moving
their operations to the cloud.
HR and payroll functions need
to be migrated too – the benefits
are just far too good to ignore.
www.payspace.com

Importance
of IT certification

Llewellyn Helberg, MobileData

IT certification forms a vital part
of the industry and technology
is no longer seen to be removed
from the business strategy,
says Llewellyn Helberg, quality
assurance specialist at MobileData.
Certification brings with it a level
of trust that is essential at a time
when South Africa's international
reputation has taken a knock.
www.mobile-data.co.za

From file to object and back again
Object storage is a great technology, and many customers can benefit
from it, but it is not a replacement for modern, scalable NAS systems,
says Gregory Touretsky, Senior Director, Product Management at
Infinidat. If you deal with storage, you're certainly noticing an increase
in talk around object storage. Many analysts position it as a next big
thing, something that may address the ever-increasing growth of
unstructured data, says Touretsky. Infinidat has numerous customers
who run large scale on-premises storage environments leveraging its
InfiniBox systems. Many of them are thinking about the way to bridge
between their on-prem environment and a public cloud.
www.infinidat.com
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Govt spends R106m
on smart school

JULY
ITWeb Data Centre
Summit
Date: 25 July
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

that incorporates the Department of Basic
Education's national schools infrastructure
norms and standards.
"The provision of schools with modern
facilities in townships will go a long way
to improve and transform the quality of
education in the townships. It will also
change the township economy," says Lesufi.

AUGUST
ITWeb Enterprise
Mobility

Date: 30 August
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

SEPTEMBER
Public Sector
ICT Forum

Date: September
Venue: Four Seasons
The Westcliff,
Johannesburg

Gartner Symposium/
ITxpo Africa

Date: 18 – 21 September
Venue: Cape Town International
Convention Centre

OCTOBER
ITWeb Tech Update
Date: 17-18 October
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

Brainstorm
CIO Banquet

Date: 25 October
Venue: Inanda Club,
Sandton
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By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

T

he Gauteng Department of Education
(GDE) is making headway in its efforts
to drive technology adoption among
township schools, opening another
ICT-ready school in Braamfisherville,
Johannesburg.
Last year, education MEC Panyaza
Lesufi spoke about his plans to produce
tech-savvy learners by encouraging them
to participate in an ICT-driven economy
instead of SA's historic job sectors.
According to him, the country's education
system is still producing learners that will
participate in obsolete economies, but
technology is the base that can change that.
Friday marked the opening of the
Moses Kotane Primary School, the GDE's
latest delivery of modern facilities aimed
at encouraging ICT adoption, skills
development and improving the quality of
education in townships.
The school caters to 1 320 learners from
grades R to seven, and is described as a
modern IT facility with a design prototype
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Big spender
The school, which cost the department
R106 million, has the latest technology
features to enable it to compete with some
of the country's private schools.
Moses Kotane Primary School has 28
smart classrooms with smart interactive
boards, two smart science labs, two smart
multi-purpose rooms, two smart home
economics labs, a computer lab and an IT
control room.
It is also a green school equipped with
roof and wall insulation, as well as glazing
that maximises natural light in the building
and reduces energy loss. It has energysaving lighting and rainwater harvesting.
"The school design follows a new
template for secondary schools, which
among others include smart classrooms
with WiFi network, smart science labs,
sports facilities, intercom systems and
green facilities," says MEC for infrastructure
development, Jacob Mamabolo.
Security first
As part of the GDE's efforts to provide
modern facilities in township schools,
the department has had to deal with theft
because these schools are prime targets.
Lesufi previously admitted smart
devices went missing as a result of learners
handing them over to loan sharks.
He also said a syndicate to steal
smartboards was set up by some criminals
in the communities.
The department says it has learnt from
this and has increased safety and security
measures.
To prevent theft at Moses Kotane
Primary School, the GDE has put up a
precast palisade boundary wall, security
steel meshes above the ceiling, a guard
house and CCTV system.

TECHFORUM

SA needs cyber security
talent pipeline

By: PAULA GILBERT

S

outh Africa needs to build a cyber security
talent pipeline in order to cultivate a
knowledge-based workforce to successfully
work in the domain.
This is according to Joey Jansen van Vuuren,
manager of the CSIR's cyber security centre of
innovation and business development, who
was speaking at the ITWeb Security Summit
2017 in Midrand.
She said in the past, SA focused on using
products to fight cyber threats, but has not
looked enough at building a pipeline of talent
to make sure that capabilities are being grown
in the industry.
"There are currently one million cyber
security positions open in the world, and by
2019, this will rise to 1.5 million. By that stage,
there will be six million cybersecurity jobs
across the globe, which means that 25% of
these positions will be standing open," she said.
She suspects that as the industry evolves in
SA, this figure could be more like 40% to 50%
of local positions remaining vacant.
"We have to develop R&D solutions
to improve cyber defences and address
cybersecurity gaps, expand education
opportunities and develop new qualifications
and certifications."
Not enough interest
The skills shortage is a worldwide
phenomenon and SA is no exception, with

only a small pool of local, experienced
cybersecurity professionals.
"You won't believe it, but a year ago,
I offered universities 100 postgraduate
bursaries for cybersecurity and I could only
manage to award ten, because there is just
not enough interest. There are not enough
people coming from the bottom up. So it's
very important that we get the pipeline
from schools upwards to make sure that
there are students to take up these bursary
opportunities," she said.
There are currently one million cyber
security positions open in the world, and by
2019, this will rise to 1.5 million.
Jansen van Vuuren said that what
is needed is the adaption of education
programmes, including degrees and
diplomas, to include cybersecurity, as well
as the development of new, focused cybersecurity qualifications. This would be aided
by collaboration with skills training bodies
and industry participation.
"In the cybersecurity centre of innovation
in South Africa, we want government,
business and higher education to collaborate
to develop a good playing field to build
capacity and capability in the country."
Qualifications development
"The problem is we do not have
cybersecurity-focused education
programmes in SA," she added.
Because of this, the CSIR last year began
developing curriculums for specialised
cybersecurity degrees and diplomas. These
range from a certificate in cybersecurity
awareness at TVET colleges, all the way up to
postgraduate and master's degrees in the field.
I offered universities 100 postgraduate
bursaries for cyber security and I could only
manage to award ten, because there is just not
enough interest
Jansen van Vuuren said a diploma in
cybersecurity, catering for operators of
security and network operation centres,
will start next year at one local university.
There are plans for two universities to begin
offering a B.Sc degree in cybersecurity as well
as a cyber engineering degree from 2019. A
structured Master's degree in cybersecurity is
already running at two institutions.
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Top Jobs

Project Manager
(Client Delivery Manager)

ICT RECRUIT
Minimum 5 Years’ experience in
Project and or Program Management
Gauteng ( Pta )
R50,000 to R60,000 per month
Ref No: 274099

SQL Developer

GENASYS TECHNOLOGIES
3 years + MS SQL Server products
experience (MySQL, Postresql, Oracle)
Gauteng
R25,000 to R38,000 per month
Ref No: 273013

PHP Senior Software Developer
BTG RECRUIT
Minimum of 4 years strong PHP
experience is necessary
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 271569

.Net Developer

E-MERGE IT RECRUITMENT
Fun-filled team environment; perfect
for a Developer looking to take on a
challenge
Western Cape
R400,000 to R460,000 per annum
Ref No: 268954

Junior Channel Account
Manager

NETWORKS UNLIMITED
Min 3 – 4 years’ front line sales
experience
Kwazulu Natal
R16,000 per month
Ref No: 273824

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Real-world apps of
blockchain-enabled supply chains
In the second of a two-part series examining the impact of
blockchain technology on supply chains, Jan van Rooyen, Strategic
Solutions lead at Resolve, says every time value changes hands,
whether physical products, services or money, the transaction
can be documented, creating a permanent history of the product
or transaction, from source to ultimate destination. Some supply
chains are already exploiting this technology, and experts suggest
blockchain could become a universal "supply chain operating
system" – fundamentally changing the way key tasks are
performed and supply chain systems are built. Increased speed,
security and visibility are just some of the benefits.
www.resolvesp.com

Enhance Office 365 with Adobe Connect
Dax Data says Skype is focused towards lightweight, ad-hoc
communication needs, such as instant messaging and basic screen
and file sharing functions. Adobe Connect can meet these needs by
offering immersive online meeting experiences for collaboration,
training and large-scale Webinars. Skype for Business and Adobe
Connect complement each other, says Dax Data.
www.daxdata.co.za
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FINANCIAL
Innovation:
building trust
in the financial
sector
The financial crisis of
2008 severely damaged
the reputation of the
banking sector. In the
2016 Edelman Trust
Barometer, it found
that while only 54%
of respondents trust
the financial services
industry as a whole,
62% feel the industry
is acting responsibly in
the way it is bringing
electronic payments
to the market. Almost any consumer interaction with a financial
services firm requires an act of trust on behalf of the consumer; it is
therefore of crucial importance to the industry that consumers have
a high level of trust in financial services providers, says Rubi Blue.
www.rubiblue.co.za

Are you Ready to
be a step ahead of
security threats?
As your data rapidly expands, so does the potential
for security.
Vodacom Business ensures that you stay up-to-date
with the latest technologies to keep you protected.

Are you Ready to secure your future?
Call 082 1960 or visit vodacombusiness.co.za

542/VODA

Vodacom
Power to you

Be Ready for an all-purpose-built security platform that
provides multi-threat security capabilities to ensure the
highest level of protection and performance.

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
New GoAnywhere
release enhances
cloud-based file
transfer

Mark Harris, XON

Guard your
digital ID or else…
Safeguarding our digital
identities will become a crucial
task in our near futures as
the digital and cyber worlds
increasingly merge. "One of the
major issues the world faces is
the rising tide of nation-state
hacks," says Mark Harris,
marketing director at XON,
"because those people are not
just interested in money.”
www.xon.co.za

SPI, the African distributor for
utility software products and
services to the Open Systems
segment of the IT industry and
the sole sub-Saharan Africa
distributor for Linoma Software,
a HelpSystems company,
announced the release of
the latter's version 5.5 of its
GoAnywhere managed file
transfer (MFT) solution, which
allows organisations to deploy
MFT agents across the enterprise
to automate, secure and audit
all of their file transfers from a
single, centralised location. This
new innovation adds to an already
extensive suite of security and
automation features including
encryption at rest and in transit,
batch and ad-hoc file transfer and
peer-to-peer file collaboration.
www.spi.co.za

Vulnerability Assessment
Services from Khipu Networks
Detecting and managing internal and external
vulnerabilities within your IT estate is a necessity to
help manage cyber security risks, compliance and
quality. However, for organisations that have a large
number and diverse range of devices such as servers,
network equipment, endpoints, etc – that often
run different operating systems and versions – this
can be very difficult to achieve and maintain manually. In April 2016, Khipu
Networks launched its vulnerability management service that automates the
process of vulnerability scanning and provides the necessary reporting to
help organisations prioritise and act on their areas of risk. Since launching the
service, many customers have invested in Khipu’s/Greenbone’s solution.
www.khipu-networks.co.za

nCoded Solutions
debuts nCoded Licence Manager
nCoded Solutions has launched the nCoded Licence Manager, a smart way for
controlling the deployment of its software. Its licensing portal enables it to
have visibility of all its installed software systems across its client base. It now
has a platform that provides a seamless and effortless structure whenever we
need to install, update and troubleshoot. Its clients are going to benefit from
its Licence Manager because it is now going to be unnecessary for its clients to
be at the client's site whenever it is required for licence supporting. Licence
Support services will be carried out remotely and free of charge.
www.ncoded.co.za

Advice
Inspiration
Perspective
Solutions
18 - 21 September 2017
Cape Town, SA

Register
Web: www.gartner.com/za/symposium
Email: emea.registration@gartner.com

NEED A NEW

CHALLENGE?
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Register your CV at www.careerweb.co.za
and find that new challenge.

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

